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1. Select an Outstanding Volunteer of the Month and honor the volunteer with a newsletter/website feature, 
lunch outing or primo parking privileges at the pool. 

2. Recognize a VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR with a special award at team banquet. 

3. Create an annual award named for a retired or very influential past volunteer 

4. Have a party for committee chairs or committee members at coach’s house, president’s house, or 
restaurant. 

5. Have a party for all registered officials at coach’s house, president’s house, or restaurant. 

6. Invite key volunteer to end of the season dinner with staff 

7. Give lots of “shout outs” at all team functions. 

8. Nominate volunteers for LSC volunteer awards. 

9. Offer to reimburse first year officials registration expenses.  

10. Put swim meet volunteer names in a drawing for a dues discount. 

11. Offer higher level volunteers financial incentives such as hotel reimbursement and reduced annual dues. 

12. Offer mileage reimbursement for volunteers working hospitality and meet management for team hosted 
meets. 

13. Pay for attendance at LSC Swimposium. 

14. Write personalized thank you notes to your volunteers specific to their service to show your appreciation 
of each of them as individuals. 

15. Offer volunteers unique benefits like use of a fitness area in your facility, event discounts, and 
professional training or development opportunities. 

16. Leave mementos of appreciation where you know your volunteers will find them.   

17. Include your volunteers in important decision-making processes. 

18. Hold one-on-one coffee dates with each volunteer. Praise them and listen to their stories and 
suggestions.  

19. Host an Outstanding Volunteer Awards ceremony and give out personalized awards to each volunteer.  

20. Ask a leader in your organization to write a special Thank You message to your volunteers. Better yet, 
have them greet volunteers in person and thank them for their service.  

21. Keep a “treasure chest” filled with small gifts to spontaneously reward volunteers for a job well done. 
These gifts could include valuable coupons, trinkets, or team swag. 

22. Treat volunteers to a bagel breakfast.  

23. Convey positive remarks. If you get praise for a volunteer, immediately convey those compliments to the 
volunteer. A verbal “thank you” or a high-five can go a long way. 

24. Capture and print a photo of each volunteer in service. Frame and present it as a special Thank You gift. 

25. Create a Volunteer Wall of Fame. Post volunteers’ names, photos, and a brief bio to highlight their great 
work to the rest of your organization staff. 
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